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Apr 8, 2005

NIAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE -- Singer/songwriter/bass player
Steve Goldberger, former RCA recording artist with
seventies band Black Creek, now with the Fringe Locals and
The Niagara Rhythm Section, will celebrate the launch of his
fourth indie CD through Shed Records this Saturday, April 9
at the Anchorage, featuring the Fringe Locals 9-piece big
band in concert.
Most of the players who perform on the new CD, Clueless,
are scheduled to appear, including, Eric Mahar and Ed
Kopala on guitars, Penner MacKay and son Jessie MacKay
(both from Matinee Slim & The Ultralight Orchestra) on
percussion, David Norris on drums, Gayle Ackroyd, Suzanne
Hyatt & Tamica Herod on vocals and Goldberger on bass.
"I'm also hoping some special guests who played on the
album will drop in for the occasional tune, including Doug
Miller (Niagara Symphony) on flute and digeridoo, and
James Brown on steel drum," says Goldberger. "If I'm really
lucky, Steve Grisbrook may drive in from Toronto to lay
down some guitar and vocal parts, and Mark Lalama may sit
in as well."
"Noticeably absent and deeply missed will be our beloved
piano and organ player, Joe Ingrao. His contribution to the
band over the last few years and to this latest CD was
immeasurable. I know his spirit will be with us and I hope
that somehow, we will be able to continue to meet the high
standards that he set," he added.
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